There is controversy among neurosurgeons regarding whether irrigation or drainage is necessary for achieving a lower revision rate for the treatment of chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH) using burr-hole craniostomy (BHC). Therefore, we performed a meta-analysis of all available published reports. Multiple electronic health databases were searched to identify all studies published between 1989 and June 2012 that compared irrigation and drainage. Data were processed by using Review Manager 5.1.6. Effect sizes are expressed as pooled odds ratio (OR) estimates. Due to heterogeneity between studies, we used the random effect of the inverse variance weighted method to perform the meta-analysis. Thirteen published reports were selected for this meta-analysis. The comprehensive results indicated that there were no statistically significant differences in mortality or complication rates between drainage and no drainage (P > 0.05). Additionally, there were no differences in recurrence between irrigation and no irrigation (P > 0.05). However, the difference between drainage and no drainage in recurrence rate reached statistical significance (P < 0.01). The results from this meta-analysis suggest that burr-hole surgery with closedsystem drainage can reduce the recurrence of CSDH; however, irrigation is not necessary for every patient.
Introduction
The annual estimated incidence of chronic subdural hematoma (CSDh) is 13.5 per 100,000 individuals per year. however, it is more common in the elderly population and may reach up to 58.1 and 74 per 100,000 persons for patients 65 years of age or older. [1] [2] [3] although CSDh can commonly be treated by neurosurgeons and is usually cured, recurrence has not been eliminated.
One decision analysis suggests that burr-hole craniostomy (BhC) is the most efficient choice for surgical drainage of uncomplicated CSDh because it balances low recurrence rates with a low incidence of highly-morbid complications. 4) This study also used Monte Carlo simulations to compare three surgical approaches to BhC: (1) irrigation and a drain (+i+D), (2) an indwelling drain alone (-i+D), and (3) irrigation alone (+i-D). The results suggested a trend toward better outcomes when an indwelling drain was inserted unaccompanied by intraoperative irrigation; however, the differences were not significant. 4) no previous systematic review has compared the revision rates of intraoperative irrigation and postoperative drainage in BhC. There have been a few observational studies that compared recurrence rates of +i+D vs. -i+D or +i+D vs. +i-D in BhC for CSDh treatment. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] however, these studies have conflicting results. Postoperative CSDh recurrence requiring another operation is relatively infrequent, but it is a clinically significant complication after BhC. 18) By providing a systematic review of the available published studies examining irrigation and drainage, we aim to provide neurosurgeons with an evidence-based guidance for the treatment of CSDh patients in an effort to eliminate the requirement of a second operation to evacuate recurrent or residual CSDh.
as well as any previous systematic reviews published between 1989 and June 2012 that compared the recurrence rate of CSDh after BhC with irrigation and a drain, an indwelling drain alone, or irrigation alone.
We used a keyword search mapped to subject headings (MeSh terms in MeDLine and eMTRee Thesaurus in eMBaSe), and these subject headings were "exploded" using advanced keyword searches to include all subtopics. We then included all subheadings of those terms to allow the widest capture of relevant studies. The terms used were chronic subdural hematoma and craniostomy.
For a more inclusive search, we used a text word search for the same keywords and for other terms not linked to subject headings (MeSh terms or eMTRee thesaurus).
Terms used in the text word search were chronic subdural hematoma, subdural hematoma, subdural hemorrhage, burr-hole, mini craniotomy, and craniotomy. after using each keyword separately in the above-mentioned databases, we combined keywords using the Boolean operator "OR" in two different concepts (chronic subdural hematoma and surgical treatment of CSDh). next, we combined searches resulting from keywords of these two concepts using the Boolean operator "anD." We also searched for relevant studies in the references listed in selected studies. The search was limited to studies published in english.
II. Study types
any study (randomized, control trial, or observational) that compared the recurrence rates of CSDh after BhC with irrigation and a drain, an indwelling drain alone, or irrigation alone was considered. Studies that examined the CSDh recurrence rate after either irrigation or drainage in BhC without comparison to each other in the same population of patients were excluded.
III. Type of outcome measures
in this systemic review and meta-analysis, the outcome for each patient is categorical (whether the patient required another surgery to evacuate the CSDh). The outcomes for the studies were the number of patients who required revision (i.e., needed another surgery) for CSDh after being treated by BhC with/without irrigation or with/ without drainage.
IV. Inclusion criteria
We included studies with ≥ 10 patients, where less than 10% of patients were lost to follow up at the time of their statistical evaluation. The CSDh diagnosis had to be confirmed by computed tomography (CT) scans and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRi) in all patients prior to surgery. Studies had to identify BhC (irrigation or drain) as the first surgical treatment. Only reports that compared the recurrence rate of CSDh after BhC with/without irrigation or with/without drain were included.
V. Study quality assessment
Because all studies in our systematic review were observational retrospective cohort studies, we used the newcastle-Ottawa Quality assessment Scale for cohort studies as our quality assessment tool. This validated scale evaluates cohort studies based on three characteristics: selection of the study groups, comparability between the groups, and outcome of interest. We considered a study with score ≥ 7 (on a scale of 9) to be of good quality. Based on these criteria, all studies used in our systematic review appeared to be good quality studies.
VI. Statistical analyses
Data were processed using Review Manager 5.1.6 as supplied by the Cochrane Collaboration, Oxford, uK. Statistical analyses for dichotomous variables were performed using odds ratios (ORs) as the summary statistic. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05 or a 95% confidence interval (Ci) of odds ratios not including 1. effect sizes are expressed as (pooled) odds ratio estimates. Pooled data were interpreted to be heterogeneous if the probability value of the χ 2 test was < 0.10.
Results
among all studies, we identified three reports as randomized control studies that compared the recurrence rate of CSDh after BhC with or without irrigation. Three randomized control studies and two observational retrospective cohort studies were identified that described the outcomes of 228 BhC cases with irrigation and drainage and 313 cases with drainage alone (Table 1) . additionally, there were five reports identified as randomized control studies that compared the recurrence rate of CSDh after BhC with or without drainage. eight studies were identified that described the outcomes of 515 BhC cases with irrigation and drainage and 438 BhC cases with irrigation alone (Table 2) .
Figs. 1a to D show 95% Cis and odds ratios for each individual study, summarized in forest plots.
I. Meta-analysis
according to the results of χ 2 and P value for χ 2 with degree of freedom, we used the fixed effect of the inverse variance weighted method in all comparisons. irrigation vs. no irrigation for recurrence: The combined odds ratio for all studies was 1.17 (95% Ci 0.61-2.25), and the Z score of the combined odds ratio of recurrence of CSDh for these studies was 0.47 (P = 0.64) (Fig. 1a) .
Drainage vs. no drainage for complications: The combined odds ratio for six studies was 0.81 (95% Ci 0.47-1.40), and the Z score of the combined odds ratio of recurrence of CSDh for these studies was 0.74 (P = 0.46) (Fig 1B) .
Drainage vs. no drainage in mortality: The combined odds ratio for six studies was 0.76 (95% Ci 0.41-1.41), and the Z score of the combined odds ratio of recurrence of CSDh for these studies was 0.88 (P = 0.38) (Fig. 1C) .
Because the 95% Ci of the combined odds ratio of the recurrence of CSDh for these studies included one, and the P value of the combined Z score for the combined odds ratio did not reach significance (0.05), we concluded that there are no statistically significant differences in the recurrence rates after BhC with or without irrigation. in addition, there are no statistically significant differences in complication and mortality rates after BhC with or without drainage when performed to evacuate CSDh.
Drainage vs. no drainage in recurrence: The combined odds ratio for all studies was 0.44 (95% Ci 0.31-0.62), and the Z score of the combined odds ratio of recurrence of CSDh for these studies was 4.59 (P < 0.00001) (Fig. 1D) .
Because the 95% Ci of the combined odds ratio of the recurrence of CSDh for these studies excluded one, and the P value of the combined Z score for the combined odds ratio was less than 0.01, we concluded that there are statistically significant differences in the recurrence rates after BhC with or without drainage when performed to evacuate CSDh.
II. Sensitivity analyses
We performed sensitivity analyses to test the results under varied conditions. We used the jackknife method to perform sensitivity analyses. We had five BhC studies with or without irrigation and eight BhC studies with or without drainage in our review. Therefore, we repeated the meta-analysis five and eight times, respectively, each omitting a different study. The same results were obtained in all conditions. 
III. Assessment of different types of bias
To test whether publication bias was present among studies included in our meta-analysis, we used funnel plots (Figs. 2, 3) . although the total number of studies in this meta-analysis is low, distribution in the funnel plots is nearly symmetrical. This result suggests that there is no publication bias. although some were retrospective studies, recall bias was also not a factor in these studies because in all cases the CSDh diagnosis was confirmed by imaging, whereas surgical procedures and outcomes were identified by searching the surgical records for each patient. attrition bias or bias due to loss to follow-up is also unlikely because CSDh recurrence most often occurs soon after surgery, prior to patient discharge. Furthermore, clinical follow-up data from post-operative visits, which were provided in all studies, indicated no loss to follow-up.
Discussion
Burr-hole irrigation with closed-system drainage for the treatment of CSDh was first reported by McKissock and Richardson in 1960s. 19) Currently, it is the most widely used surgical method for the treatment of CSDh. The evidence-based review by Weigel et al. 20) and the decision analysis by Lega et al. 4) indicate that BhC is the most efficient choice for surgical drainage of uncomplicated CSDh. it balances low recurrence rates with a low incidence of highly-morbid complications. Commonly, BhC surgery includes "intraoperative irrigation" and "postoperative drainage." however, whether both of these methods are necessary remains unclear.
First, in the past 20 years, many studies have shown that drainage reduces the risk of recurrence in BhC, and a frontal drain position reduces the risk of recurrence 20) (type B recommendation). Postoperative continuous drainage may promote the discharge of residual substances from the hematoma cavity. however, because it is a foreign matter, the drainage tube may increase the risk of postoperative infection. Furthermore, because the drainage device is placed on the head, the patient must remain in bed for several days, which may cause complications such as pneumonia or urinary infections, particularly in the elderly. For these reasons, some neurosurgeons remain skeptical about the procedure. 21) Many studies have compared the recurrence, complication, and mortality rates between irrigation and no irrigation. however, there was no consensus in the results of these studies. Directly inserting the drainage tube can avoid air entering the subdural space, prevent contralateral acute subdural hematoma due to the tearing of bridging veins, and prevent ipsilateral epidural hematoma (eDh) caused by a rapid drop in intracranial pressure (iCP) at the primary CSDh side. in contrast, most BhCs are performed under local anesthesia, and reduced irrigation may shorten the operation time to alleviate the suffering of patients. The purpose of using warm saline to irrigate the CSDh cavity is dilution of the hematoma, which facilitates the outflow of fibrin degradation products. however, repeated irrigation may bring air into the brain, which can cause pneumocephalus, headache, and an increased risk of recurrence. 6) Multiple-direction irrigation may injure the brain surface, perhaps leading to acute intracranial hematoma.
The results of this meta-analysis suggest no significant statistical differences in recurrence between irrigation and no irrigation; however, there was an opposite outcome with regard to drainage. Okada et al. 22) compared burr-hole drainage and burr-hole irrigation in treating CSDh and concluded that postoperative hospitalization times were shorter, and recurrences were less frequent, with drainage compared to irrigation. Thus, these data further prove that drainage plays a more important role in treating CSDh than irrigation. We suggest that neurosurgeons should carefully evaluate whether it will be easy to perform drainage according to the liquid flowing out of the hematoma capsule after its incision. if the effluent is watery (i.e., the main component of CSDh is subdural effusion), closed-system drainage can be directly connected. Otherwise, if the effluent is thick and accompanied by blood clots (i.e., the main component of CSDh is blood), which is difficult to drain, warm saline can be used to irrigate the cavity. however, the degree and frequency of irrigation should be controlled and it is not necessary to wait until the fluid becomes completely clear. a drainage catheter can be inserted and connected to a collection apparatus. Because the type of each manufacturer's drainage tube is different, the length in each is not identical. however, compared with the length of the drainage tube, the tube's position of exit appears more important. if the tube is placed too high, the speed of the drainage is not effective. Conversely, if the location of the tube is too low, the drainage speed will be too fast and may cause sharp change in intracranial pressure.
There are some limitations of this meta-analysis. First, some studies were observational retrospective cohort studies and not randomized, matched, or paired between the two patient groups. Thus, confounding variables such as CSDh thickness, patient use of anticoagulants, alcohol use, comorbidities, and the age of the patients between study groups were not controlled. however, some studies in this review did examine different confounds and found no difference between the groups. another limitation is that the surgical methods cannot occur blinded. in addition, the degree of irrigation and the closed-system drainage device used in each study are different. Despite these limitations, we believe the results of our meta-analysis are the best available evidence regarding recurrence rate, complications, and mortality rate between irrigation and drainage when performed to treat adult patients with CSDh.
Conclusion
The results of this meta-analysis suggest that a burr-hole with closed-system drainage can reduce the recurrence of CSDh. however, irrigation is not necessary for every patient. More randomized controlled trials would be required to control all confounds and confirm this conclusion. There may be only weak support for such a trial in the neurosurgical world, considering the good outcomes and relatively low recurrence risk achieved with any of the surgical treatments used for CSDh. however, neurosurgeons should also improve their surgical skills to reduce the impact of human factors in surgical procedures.
